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An alien family moves to a small community 
town on Earth. However, the parents are 

often busy on planetary adventures, leaving 
the kids in the care of their grandparents’.

❏ Family Animated Show

❏ Sci-fi

❏ Family comedy

❏ Ages 7 -12



“The Medium is the message” 
(Marshall McLuhan, 2001)

It is not the idea or the story that is being 
expressed but the medium, thereby the 

medium should be the focus of the study.



“While no medium is good at one thing and not another, 
each medium like each genre has different means of 

expressions and can so aim at things better than others.” 
(Hutcheon, 2004, pg 109)



Literature

Radio



Theatre

film/TV



Immersion 

Presence: “It’s the mind and body trick when the viewer makes a Virtual 
experience a real one.” ( Julie Krohner)

“Empathy Engine” (Eric Darnell)



Overcoming the tech

Controls Movement Camera Quality Audio



Passive or Participant?



Passive

“On the Rails Experience” (Anthony Geffen)



Warcraft: SKIES OF AZEROTH (2015) 

The Lego Batman Movie | Batmersive VR Experience (2017)



❏ Narrated

❏ Creatures come up close, plays with scale

❏ Changing environment

❏ Directing Audience with lighting and sounds



360 Google Spotlight Stories: Pearl (2016)

360 Google Spotlight Stories: Help (2016)



“When the audience puts on the VR 
goggles, I wanted that same 

experience. They get into this space, 
and get a sense of it and then the 

story unravels around them.” 

(Gipson, 2020)



Education
“On the Rails Experience” (Anthony Geffen)

More of a teaching tool. Not much story apart from a informative piece.



Interactive entertainment
input -active entertainment



Video Game telling a story
Can be material added background and flavor, but nothing interactive

 OR something that is interwoven with the gameplay and structure.

❏ Act 1: setup (exposition)

❏ Act 2: conflict (complications)

❏ Act 3: resolution



❏ Act 1: setup (exposition) ❏ Act 2: conflict (complications) ❏ Act 3: resolution

Story and goals are simple and told through visuals and 
audio that’s intertwined with the gameplay.

Utilizes the VR experience to get a more heightened 
emotion/reaction for it’s audience.

Recognizing player action and reaction.

First Person Shooter



❏ Player is stationary

❏ Story and goals are simple and told 
through visuals and audio.

❏ Puzzles and clues are around 
them

Puzzle/Escape Room



❏ More gimmick, arcade like with more 
focus on gameplay.

❏ When there is a story it is material 
added background and flavor, but 
created nothing interactive.

VR games targeted for a younger audience.



❏ Extension

❏ Young Audience Entertainment

❏ On Rails - Spaceship acts like a tour bus through the solar system

❏ Educational - Space and planets (e.g Mars is actually cold not hot despite the Red 

Surface)



Thank You


